CLASSIC BAVARIAN DRIVING PLEASURE
RECARO Classic Line – to fit the BMW E30

THE NEW CLASSICS
FOR YOUR
E30 CLASSIC.

Do you love classic Bavarian vehicles as much as we do?
Then we’ve got good news for you! We have added a new
version of our RECARO Classic Pole Position (ABE) and
our RECARO Classic LS to our range – designed to be a
perfect fit for BMW E30.

“RECARO is the best seat in the world.
The RECARO Pole Position looks incredible
and is amazingly comfortable

Both seats are covered with an exclusive “houndstooth” fabric
to give that authentic 1980s look. Add to that the high-quality
black leather and custom-designed baseframe, and there’s
nothing stopping you from enjoying pure driving pleasure next
time you take your classic car out on the open road.

on long journeys.”
Jean Pierre Kraemer
Tuner, TV presenter and
CEO of JP Performance
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RECARO
CLASSIC LINE

Only RECARO seats have been personally checked by Walter Röhrl
and given his approval for their superb characteristics. Our Classic
seats are no exception. They are recognizable by the special
"Approved by Walter Röhrl" endorsement.

Nothing beats the Original. In safety.
Who is better placed to build seats for your classic car than the
brand that originally built the seats for many automotive manufacturers
in the first place? The RECARO Classic Pole Position (ABE) and the
Classic LS echo the outstanding design of RECARO seats from the 1980s,
making them the perfect complement to classic car interiors – including
your BMW E30. They are the culmination of everything we know today
about safe, ergonomic seating. This means you no longer have to choose
between authentic appearance and modern safety standards.

MERCHANDISING & MORE
shop.recaro-automotive.com
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True craftsmanship. Premium quality in every detail. A great deal of traditional
craftsmanship has always gone into our seats. From the delicate seams and seat
upholstery to the superb finish, the finely honed skills of our craftsmen shine through.
Not even the tiniest detail escapes their expert eye, ensuring that every single feature
underlines RECARO's claim to premium status.

Unique. Ergonomic. Every RECARO Classic seat fulfills the
highest possible standards in individual comfort. All of our seats
provide the ideal sitting position for your body, so you can be
sure of sharp reactions, powerful performance and confident,
safe driving.
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RECARO
CLASSIC POLE
POSITION (ABE)

RECARO Classic Pole Position (ABE). We took the traditional design of classic-look seats
and brought it up to date to create the RECARO Classic Pole Position (ABE). We now offer the
“Classic” versions of our road-legal RECARO Pole Position (ABE) racing shell, so even the most
demanding driver no longer has to choose between authentic appearance and modern safety
standards. With its timeless shape and classic vintage covers, this seat is the perfect fit for the

// Ideal for the BMW E30

sporty interior of the BMW E30.

Standard features
+ Glass fiber-reinforced plastic (GFRP) seat shell
+ Weight approx. 7.0 kg (without sidemount
and baseframe)
+ Belt slots for 4-point belt
+ Also suitable for use with a 3-point belt
+ Replaceable seat cushion and backrest cushion
+ Paddable lumbar support
+ Classic RECARO emblem
+ Classic “houndstooth” covers in combination
with exquisite black leather
Accessories (at additional cost)
+ Steel sidemount

Steel sidemount

Vehicle-specific
baseframe

BMW E30 baseframes (model year 1982–
1990)*
+ 315 – 325i, 325e, 324d, 324td, -touring
+ 325iX, -touring
+ 318i, 320i, 325i Cabrio
+ M3

* Registration by individual approval possible.
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RECARO
CLASSIC LS
// Ideal for the BMW E30
Standard features
+ Sporty side bolsters in the backrest
+ Paddable lumbar support
+ Backrest can be folded far forwards for
easy access to the back seats
+ Individual seat depth adjustment
(480 to 530 mm)
+ Seat rib upholstery for optimal body fit
+ Fully upholstered headrests as standard
+ Backrest adjustment and front folding
mechanism on both sides of the seat
+ Classic RECARO emblem
+ Classic “houndstooth” covers in combination
with exquisite black leather
Accessories (at additional cost)
+ Vehicle-specific baseframe

Vehicle-specific
baseframe

BMW E30 baseframes (model year 1982–
1990)*
+ 315 – 325i, 325e, 324d, 324td, -touring
+ 325iX, -touring
+ 318i, 320i, 325i Cabrio
+ M3

RECARO Classic LS. If you enjoy the thrill of ripping round sharp corners more than most,
you need exceptional lateral support. In which case, the RECARO Classic LS is made for you.
Its sporty side bolsters in the backrest provide support and safety, even if your driving style is
sporty. The paddable lumbar support and the individual seat depth adjustment help to relieve
strain on your muscles, enhancing the sporty feel.

* ABE/TÜV component certification only with 3-point belt and
in conjunction with RECARO baseframe.
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FOR FANS OF TRUE CLASSICS:
THE RECARO CLASSIC LINE.

RECARO Automotive
Stuttgarter Strasse 73
73230 Kirchheim/Teck
Germany
Phone:

+49 7021 93-5000

Email:
Internet:

info@recaro-automotive.com
www.recaro-automotive.com
shop.recaro-automotive.com

ID.-NR.: 20047171 · MAY 2022
RECARO® is a registered trademark of RECARO Beteiligungs-GmbH.
Seat program for Europe: this is subject to the statutory and legal guidelines applicable in the
respective countries. We reserve the right to make changes to the technology, form, color and
design of our products or to discontinue them. We accept no liability for printing errors.

With the RECARO Classic Line we are bringing the retro look of the 1980s back onto the road – or directly
to your desk. Different models are available: with contemporary covers for your classic car or as exclusive
swivel chairs with the original seats – with all the characteristics for which RECARO is so famous.
Our Classic range is perfectly complemented by the Lifestyle Collection, with specially selected products
for aficionados of young and old classics alike – for true fans of the brand.

